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SOUL CATCHER by Gregory
Come take the journey and allow Soul Catcher to capture your Native Heart.
Soul Catcher is a Native Heart collection of beautifully recorded electronic and acoustic instrumental
compositions, as well as a debut recording by Gregory. The selections are ambient, ethereal and
introspective, and take the listener on a soul journey into a "cellular" and historical past creating an
environment of visionary awareness and cultural expression. The music is personal and culturally
spiritual...a sonic voyage of reflection, vision, and inner exploration. Open your own spiritual portal
and allow yourself to be transformed as this CD truly catches and holds your soul during the 51
minute journey. Don't forget to invite your power animals.
From the opening notes of the title track to Transformation, its infinite conclusion - Soul Catcher captures the imagination, heart and spirit with its thoughtful movements. Composed, performed, produced and engineered by Gregory each
piece is a journey unto itself combined with that unique ability only the best composers possess making an overall
complete musical statement. An inspiring listen to say the least. - T. Conboy, Los Angeles, CA Gregory's music encourages a journey of the soul that brings to mind playful, as well as,
solemn feelings reminiscent of seasons past. - N. Stetz, Boulder, Colorado -

Soul Catcher Music, P.O. Box 18772, Boulder, CO 80308-1772
voice: 303-442-4935; www.soulcatchermusic.com

TITLE:
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Gregory

INSTRUMENTATION:

Synths, Lakota Indian Flute,
Native Percussion, Voices

Soul Catcher is a journey into Native Heart, Electronic Ambient and Space oriented music intended to relax the
listener while guiding them on their own unique and personal journey. For the past several years, Gregory has been
composing and performing music as a form of self exploration, discovery and inner expression. Soul Catcher is
the first in a series of recordings that reflect this thought process.
Some of my influences in recent years have been artists like David Arkenstone, Peter Buffet, Richard Burmer, R.
Carlos Nakai and many others who have laid the groundwork into New Age, Ambient, and Native influenced styles
of music. Soul Catcher includes animated and ambient electronic textures and landscapes under melodies that are
sometimes light and airy, and other times reflective and almost haunting.

Soul Catcher Track Listings:

Promotional Overiew:

1. Soul Catcher
2. Solara
3. Cry Me To Sleep
4. Maia
5. On The Way To Sirius A
6. Sky Spirit
7. Ancestors
8. Sunrise
9. Inti
10. Moment of Truth
11. Transformation

Web based through Soul Catcher Musics website at

Total Running Length:

4:54
5:45
3:48
3:59
6:17
4:36
3:39
2:34
3:38
4:16
7:21

www.soulcatchermusic.com, MP3.com,
MusicBuilder.com and other music web outlets,
services and resources.

Current Availability:
Credit card orders can be made through
earBuzz.com, CDWorld.com and Amazon.com.
Checks and money orders in US funds can be sent to
Soul Catcher Music at the address listed below.
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